In October, 1972, there was every expectation that the issue of the anticompetitive influence of construction trades unions on the low- and moderate-income housing industry would be hotly debated over the next few years. Two recent actions by President Nixon have mooted the issue for the present.

The first move was the nomination of Peter Brennan, President of the New York State Building and Construction Trades Council, as Secretary of Labor, presumably as a reward for his support of the President during the recent campaign. The Labor Department's role is critical in at least two areas — enforcement of the Antidiscrimination programs on federally-supported building construction and administration of the Davis-Bacon Act, a major source of the ability of the building trades unions to maintain high wage rates.

The second move was the announcement by outgoing Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, George Romney, of the moratorium on Federal subsidies to housing, as of January 5, 1973. During 1972, 500,000 new housing units were built under the various Federal low- and moderate-income housing direct subsidy programs, a figure representing 25% of the total number of housing starts that year. So important to the construction of such housing are these subsidies that it is unlikely that low-income housing can be built without them. In New York City, construction costs in the City are so high that it is considered impossible to build multifamily housing in marketable areas at a cost that would permit rents under $125 to $140 a room a month without some form of government assistance. Local authorities have relied heavily on the Federal Government for help in bringing rents down to levels within the means of middle-income families.

On a national level, it has been predicted by a newly formed “coalition of organizations interested in housing programs” that the effect of the housing subsidy moratorium would be a 15.5% reduction in residential construction, a 1.3% cut in the GNP, loss of almost 2 million jobs, an increase in the cost of single and multifamily homes, increases in rents for conventional apartments and a virtual standstill in the rehabilitation of existing housing — almost all of these effects hitting most directly at those who occupy substandard housing presently. The budget for Fiscal Year 1974, beginning on July 1st of this year, continues the moratorium.

Despite the freeze on government activity in the low cost housing area, the issue of the trades unions’ role in the construction industry merits close analysis. The national commitment to providing every American with a decent home remains, but unions comprise one barrier to the attainment of that goal.

Craft unions in the contract construction industry have extraordinary power to impose excessive costs on the construction of housing. How do the unions exercise and maintain this power? Can increased use of industrialized housing lessen the power of craft unions? What solutions to the present housing crisis are available and which are politically feasible?
Labor as a Cost of Housing

A Direct Costs—Union Control Over Wages and Labor Supply

Construction unions have successfully exacted large wage increases and imposed other cost increases on the housing industry, both because of the need for the product that the industry sells and because of the atomized nature of the industry itself.

The product which the residential construction industry sells is housing, for which Americans spent about 29% of total personal consumption expenditures in 1970. Conventionally-built new housing has few substitutes, which makes demand for housing relatively price inelastic. There is evidence that some substitutes are now being created. One is the mobile home which now constitutes about 20% of new housing starts in the United States today. But there remains considerable popular resistance to mobile homes and attempts by communities to keep them out are not uncommon. Moreover, mobile homes are unfit for large families and thus for large segments of the lower income population.

Another substitute for new housing is the present housing stock. As prices rise, we expect people to stay in older, even substandard buildings rather than buy new homes. The elasticity of demand for conventionally-built new housing may also be affected by the propensity of people to adopt higher-density living patterns as high ratios of living space per person become too expensive. However, these effects will be limited by the introduction and enforcement of stringent housing codes which encourage abandonment of older housing or require minimum floor space. In the last analysis, the demand for housing remains less elastic in terms of demand response to price increases than the demand for many other important goods. Where demand is relatively inelastic, we can expect less economic restraint on labor to demand, and employers to resist, higher wages and benefits.

The ability to control wage rates by reliance on price inelasticities of demand among housing consumers is one part of the process by which high wages are maintained. The other key element of the equation is union control over the supply of labor. As economist D.Q. Mills points out:

Economists have often asserted the theoretical identity, in a partial equilibrium model, of control of the supply of labor and control over the wage rate. However, where supply cannot be controlled but some large degree of influence over the wage rate is available, secondary markets are likely to exist. This is particularly the case in construction, where entry of firms is relatively easy and many building trades skills are widely distributed among the work force. The secondary market must be kept at rates of operation that are not threatening to the union. This may require either rates of compensation which do not diverge too greatly from the competitive market equilibrium or actual devices of supply restriction. Control over the price (i.e., wage scale) alone is not sufficient. Alternatively, for control over the wage rate to be equivalent to direct supply restriction, control must be exercised over all transactions so that they occur at the specified rate.

Building trades union control over the supply of labor is assured in an industry composed of small producers and large unions. The National Commission on Urban Problems or Douglas Commission described the industry in its report:

Homebuilding in the United States, in many of its aspects, is an example of the small-scale, handicraft type industry.

... [M]ore than almost any other industry it produces under conditions similar to those common a half century ago.

The building industry is a loose conglomeration of small participants who come together on a project-by-project basis. The initiator of the construction process brings together architects, engineers, and a general contractor for a given building development...

The typical contractor still builds only a few houses each year and farms out a large part of his work to specialized subcontractors. He might take charge of the foundations and the shell himself, but will have separate subcontractors for the plumbing and the electrical work. He hires painters and bricklayers and numerous other craftsmen to perform specialized tasks. Sometimes he lets these jobs out on subcontract, while remaining responsible for the purchase and flow of materials and for the general conduct of the work. When each participant completes his particular role, he leaves. Generally speaking, the organization is assembled for one job only.

Statistics vividly illuminate the extent to which the industry is fractionated. In 1969, there were about 903,000 firms in the contract construction industry. Of that number, 723,000 were sole proprietorships, 51,000 were active partnerships and 129,000 were active corporations.

In 1969, 676,000 or more than 93% of all proprietorships had under $100,000 in receipts for that year. Forty-nine thousand of the partnerships earned less than $500,000 in 1969, with 38,000 of that number, earning less than $100,000. While corporations tended to generate more receipts per firm, about 80% or 102,000 of the total, still earned less than $1 million. Since the construction industry is more than 50% larger than the iron and steel and automobile industries combined, the extraordinary small-scale of the participants remains astonishing.

Facing these 900,000 firms are seventeen unions, operating through a few thousand tightly disciplined locals which collectively exercise almost complete control over the supply of labor through a variety of devices. These include racial discrimination, long apprenticeship training requirements, high entry fees, and, most important, exclusive control of the hiring hall. Of the 2.5 million contract construction industry employees who belong to unions, about 60% belong to referral locals.
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(26) Professor Ralph K. Winter has described the hiring hall as a technique for controlling labor supply:

In the construction industry, the ability to control the number of people admitted to the hiring hall gives unions the power to eliminate much of the employment benefit tradeoff problem. Because a hiring hall union need not admit all comers but can merely add temporary workers, it can raise wages substantially without fearing that the constituents of union leaders will be unemployed. The hiring hall, therefore, significantly reduces the restraint so significant to industrial unions, the fear of unemployment among union members. 27

The relatively small size of contractors also makes impossible economies of scale that could be attained by increasing volume of production. Such economies would include lower labor costs if a permanent labor force were retained by a firm the year around. Lower salaries might be paid if some of the insecurity in the labor market for contract construction were eliminated. 28 Other economies would be lower materials costs (since larger inventories could be kept and favorable terms with suppliers more easily negotiated), and lower overhead and profits per unit of construction. 29 However, the relative nonstandardization of the product itself makes such economies difficult to achieve except for large developers, and may explain the persistence of small-scale construction. 30

Other implications of this atomization become obvious. In so fragile an industry, where one ill-timed strike can ruin a contractor, there is every incentive for employers to settle wage disputes even if to do so would result in substantial cost increases for the final product. In an industry where there are few, if any, traditional employer-employee relationships, economic warfare is the rule rather than the exception. The contract construction industry has consistently led all other industry groups in the number of work stoppages, reaching a peak in 1970 with 1,137, about 1/5 of the total number throughout American industry that year. Yet employees in contract construction comprised less than 5% of the total number of employed Americans. 31

Thus, the need for the product which the construction industry produces and the smallness of builders in the industry combine to give well-organized craft unions power limited only by political and public opinion pressures. This power has afforded workers in the construction trades unions the highest gross average weekly and hourly earnings of any labor group in a single industry. 32 Wages have risen 43.6% between 1967 and 1972, again more than for any other labor group. 33 Moreover, this rate of increase has been almost twice as much as the increase in the cost of living in general and the cost of housing in particular. 34 As an example of the penalty unions have been willing to exact when resistance to wage demands is encountered, we need only note that during the last wage dispute in New York City, 75,000 unionists were able to tie up $2 billion in construction for nearly three months. 35

B Indirect Costs – Union Control over Conditions of Employment

In addition to exercising control over wages and the supply of labor, the unions have been successful in regulating the conditions under which their members work and the composition of the workforce itself. The nature of these controls contributes in indirect ways to increases in the cost of housing, largely through reductions in labor force productivity.

One conspicuous example of such antiproductive controls is the restrictive work rule. There are several varieties:

A concise listing which includes most of the current practices shows six varieties of make-work or featherbedding. These involve: limiting the work load an employee may handle or the number of machines he may operate; requiring unnecessary work or that work be done more than once; prohibiting certain labor-saving tools or machinery from being used; restricting the duties of workers or enforcing less efficient working methods and standards; requiring unnecessary standby workers or crews or an excessive number of workers; and compelling employers to grant excessive relief time. 36

One estimate has been made that, on the average, such restrictive work rules raise labor costs by about 10 to 12 per cent, with an increase in the final price of housing being around 2 to 3 per cent. 37 Indeed, one report has shown that between 1964 and 1969, while compensation/man-hour was increasing an average of 6.5% each year, productivity/man-hour was actually dropping approximately 7% to 1.8% each year (depending upon how output estimates were measured). 38 While productivity in the construction trades has been rising since 1969, the annual increase in productivity has been below that for American workers as a whole and certainly below increases in annual construction wages. 39

Unions also increase costs by resisting changes in building codes which mandate the use of certain materials in housing and other buildings. Of more than 8,000 local units of government with building codes surveyed by the National Commission on Urban Problems, 42% prohibited “off-site, prefabricated or pre-assembled combination drain, waste and vent plumbing systems for bathroom installation.” Sixty-three per cent prohibited the use of plastic pipes in drainage systems. In the words of the Commission:

Among the more important methods of reducing building costs is the prefabrication or offsite assembly of plumbing or electrical units. This makes the use of mass production and assembly line techniques possible; work can be done more
efficiently through specialization and the division of labor; and much of the work is freed from the added costs due to time lost because of inclement weather because it is done indoors. 40

While it would be unfair to charge unions with having been responsible for the initial promulgation of now economically inefficient building code provisions, unions do oppose changes which reduce the amount of on-site assembly and manufacture presently done by their members. 41

Still another way in which unions indirectly work to increase the cost of housing is racial discrimination in union membership. To the extent that discriminating among various units of labor on bases other than productivity results in a decrease of productivity, racial discrimination imposes costs in terms of reduced productivity that augment the rise in housing costs. 42 By refusing to comply with antidiscrimination laws, unions can also increase the cost of housing that is delayed because of their refusal. For instance, Sheetmetal Workers Local 28 of New York City, the highest paid union in that city, held up $200 million in city-subsidized construction because it refused to comply with Mayor Lindsay’s Executive Order 31, mandating affirmative action pledges to increase minority group representation in the craft unions. 43

Finally, unions may increase costs by forcing contractors to negotiate with each union separately. Under New York State law, for example, cities must negotiate four different contracts on projects above $50,000, covering general construction, heating and air conditioning, plumbing, and electrical work. 44 The result of multiple contracts is higher costs for preliminary planning and negotiation of contracts. It has been estimated that New York City could save about $70 million annually if it were permitted to negotiate with one general contractor on all aspects of the building project. 45

**C Government Support for Union Power**

Statutes and court decisions abet the unions’ ability to insulate themselves from the impact of competing labor pools and/or labor-saving materials and techniques.

Any analysis of government aid to the construction trades unions must begin with a discussion of the *bête noire* of those alarmed at craft union power, the *Davis-Bacon Act*, 46 and the regulations promulgated thereunder. 47 The Act provides, inter alia, that on every contract in excess of $2000 for construction “to which the United States or the District of Columbia is a party,” the wages paid to workers shall be those “prevailing for the corresponding classes of laborers and mechanics employed on projects of a character similar to the contract work in the city, town, village, or other civil division of the State [or in the District of Columbia] in which the work is to be performed . . . .” The wage rate mandated includes the basic hourly rate of pay plus employer contributions to pension funds, disability and sickness insurance and the like; the *Davis-Bacon Act “prevailing wages” must be paid on projects undertaken under some 63 Federal statutes 48 including the *National Housing Act of 1934*, 49 (mortgage-insured private housing); the *U.S. Housing Act of 1937*, 50 (public housing); the *Housing Act of 1949*, 51 (urban renewal); the *Housing Act of 1959*, 52 (inter alia, housing for elderly and handicapped low- and moderate-income persons); the *Housing Act of 1964*, 53 (inter alia, housing for domestic farm labor); and the *Urban Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970*, 54 (new towns).

Furthermore, such wage requirements have been imposed on projects built under other federal statutes relating to construction of schools, airports, community health centers, clinics and hospitals, libraries, and sewage treatment plants — all services which complement new housing.

In addition, some 34 states and the District of Columbia, including California, Illinois, Massachusetts, New York and Pennsylvania have passed “little Davis-Bacon” laws, and at least one author has noticed the high correlation between states with strong construction trades unions and states with Davis-Bacon-type laws. 55 For the most part, these laws have been upheld as constitutional. 56

When the Act was first considered and enacted in 1931, 57 it protected the generally higher wages paid to Northern workers from being undercut on federal and federally-subsidized construction by lower bids from contractors using low-wage, Southern, generally nonunion employees. By requiring that all wages be paid at an ambiguously defined (though unambiguously determined) "prevailing wage" rate in the area where the construction was to take place, the competitive advantage that would otherwise inure to users of low-wage employees was partially eliminated. Today, the Davis-Bacon Act continues to insulate unionized labor in a particular locality from cheaper competitors.

The protection of union wage rates from competition follows from the way the Act is administered. The Secretary of Labor 58 is charged by the Act with determining what constitutes prevailing wage rates, and pursuant to that authority, the Department has prescribed the following test:

The term ‘prevailing wage rate’ for each classification of laborers and mechanics which the Solicitor [sic] shall regard as prevailing in an area shall mean:

1. The rate of wages paid in the area in which the work is to be performed, to the majority of those employed in that classification in construction in the area similar to the proposed undertaking;

2. In the event that there is not a majority paid at the same rate, then the rate paid the greater number: Provided, such greater number constitutes 30 per cent of those employed; or

3. In the event that less than 30 per cent of those so employed receive the same rate, then the average rate. 59
Under the Labor Department's test, as long as a union has organized at least 30% of the identifiable contract construction workforce in the area where the federal or federally-subsidized construction is to take place, it is possible—as long as the lower wages of the other 70% are not easily ascertainable—for that union to insure that there will be no wage competition that threatens demand for prevailing wage rates appears too great to overcome. With 25,000 wage determinations made each year, with some of those wage determinations covering up to 100 job types on a particular project, the temptation to look at area collective agreements for prevailing wage rates appears too great to overcome.

An example of the difference paying the "prevailing wage rate" can make, was given by the National Association of Home Builders, in a statement prepared for the Senate Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs. Labor costs on a "236" development built in the Dallas-Fort Worth, area were compared with those on a conventionally financed project built at the same time, two miles away. The differences are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade</th>
<th>&quot;236&quot;</th>
<th>Conventional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project</td>
<td>Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters</td>
<td>$6.18/hr.</td>
<td>$4.50/hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbers</td>
<td>7.12</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricians</td>
<td>6.76</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Equip. Operators</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common laborers</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Professor John Gould of the University of Chicago has given convincing proof that "the Davis-Bacon Act (and related prevailing wage legislation) would tend to increase wages even if local wages were accurately reflected in the determination of prevailing wages." He argues:

This is because the Davis-Bacon Act per se may alter the market structure and the nature of competition in the industry... The Davis-Bacon Act and related laws tend to make government demand (and government assisted demand) for construction projects relatively inelastic (or unresponsive) to wages. In other words, the act tends to decrease the government's bargaining power by disallowing the possibility of withholding contracts from high wage bidders if those bidders can establish their wage as 'prevailing.' This tendency is augmented by the bias toward inappropriately high prevailing wage determinations, but it would occur in any situation in which the government is prevented from searching out the lowest bidder.

All in all, it is estimated that the Davis-Bacon Act adds approximately 5 to 15% to the cost of projects affected by it."

The courts, including the U.S. Supreme Court, have augmented the unions' power to raise the costs of housing by permitting them, under certain vaguely prescribed circumstances, to prevent through contract provisions the use of prefabricated materials on job sites. In the landmark case, National Woodwork Manufacturers Association v. NLRB, the Court upheld an agreement between the carpenters' union and a general contractor that "... No member of this District Council will handle... any doors... which have been fitted prior to being furnished on the job..." The National Woodwork Manufacturers Association contended, that this provision was a violation of the National Labor Relations Act's section 8(e), which provides:

It shall be an unfair labor practice for any labor organization and any employer to enter into any contract or agreement, express or implied, whereby such employer ceases or refrains or agrees to cease or refrain from handling, using, selling, transporting or otherwise dealing in the products of any other employer, or to cease doing business with any other person, and any contract or agreement entered into heretofore or hereafter containing such an agreement shall be to such extent unenforceable and void...

The Supreme Court held that the "will-not-handle" contract provision was not illegal if "the Union's objective was preservation of work for [the Contractor's] employees." The implication of such a ruling is obvious. It permits unions to bar the use of prefabricated materials, imposing still another market constraint on the housing contractor.

While unions are still prevented from coercing employers into refusing to handle prefabricated materials, in the course of negotiating contracts, they may insist that such so-called "hot cargo" provisions be inserted into the contract as a condition of final settlement. And, as an answer to any argument that such "will-not-handle" clauses ought to be found invalid on the basis of the obvious economic and technological inefficiencies that result therefrom, the Court, in Woodwork Manufacturers Association, made clear that these are not matters to be considered by the courts:

Those arguments are addressed to the wrong branch of government. It may be 'that the time has come for a reevaluation of the basic content of collective bargaining as contemplated by the federal legislation. But that is for Congress...'

The result of Government intervention on the side of the building trades unions is to further insulate highly paid unions from the impact of a greater supply of cheaper labor and from prefabricated products which might otherwise displace the union's members. The twin threats—increased supply of labor and decreased demand for labor through substitution of labor-saving production techniques—are largely obviated.
II The Unions vs. Industrialized Housing

Programs like HUD’s “Operation Breakthrough” begun in 1969, represented an attempt by the Federal Government to spread the gospel of industrialized housing. In the words of its chief apostle, former Secretary Romney:

Operation Breakthrough was undertaken for the purpose of eliminating the constraints that prevent the voluntary production of housing in this country from using modern methods of producing and financing and selling housing the way other products are financed and sold.

It was hoped that industrialized housing might break the stranglehold which the trades unions held on construction costs.

Since industrialized housing is not in widespread use in this country, it is difficult to estimate the impact of its spread on American workers. However, the mobile home industry, because it uses many of the production techniques that would be used in industrialized or modular housing, may provide a model for future industrialized construction on which to base an estimate. Indeed one mobile home producer has reported that it could immediately convert one-third of its production capacity to output of modulars. An observer of the mobile home industry has written:

The cost of labor runs to about 10 per cent of total costs, compared to about 25% for a conventional single-family house, excluding land.

One of the industry’s real advantages is that it pays on the basis of an industrial wage rather than a building-craft wage.

The difference between wages that must be paid industrial workers and building trades workers can be substantial. In California, with a 1971 factory-built housing law permitting industrialized housing anywhere in the state regardless of local codes, the differentials may be on the order of 25% for skilled labor, 40% for semiskilled labor, and 50% for unskilled labor.

What is more, there would be a reduction in the level of skills needed among the labor force members were systems building with factory built housing to be used. “Fully 65 per cent of the workforce can be rapidly trained unskilled labor.” With lower levels of training and less specialized skills, wages become responsive to productivity gains rather than to union power.

Even where wages might not be reduced, perhaps because factory workers themselves organize into strong unions, there is some indication of a reduction in man-hours required per unit of construction. Levitt Homes, the largest producer of conventional housing in America, estimates that for every 250 man-hours now used in construction “field” work, 150 man-hours could be substituted in the factory. The number of man-hours required in construction of multi-family dwelling would be reduced from an average 1314 man-hours per thousand square feet to 762. The average 21 weeks it now takes to construct a single-family house could be reduced to as few as two days.

If labor costs were reduced substantially, there would be significant savings to the ultimate purchaser not only in the initial shelter costs but also in the total cost to him of owning his home (essentially shelter costs plus operating costs including property taxes, insurance premiums, utilities and maintenance). Lower construction costs would lead to a lower home price (or a better home for the same price) producing lower financing costs and a lower property valuation for property tax purposes.

What becomes manifest from this analysis is that the present organization of the construction industry labor force would be rendered obsolete or inefficient by the widespread use of industrialized housing techniques. The monopoly power now possessed by the unions would be considerably reduced. There would be fewer producers, as economies of scale permit present large producers to squeeze out or absorb the smaller producers. And resistance to wage demands would stiffen as the ability to survive the costs of strikes, slow-downs, and physical intimidation increased. It is therefore unlikely that the present unions would cooperate in any effort to speed the shift to industrialized housing. Present restrictive work practices evidence the opposition to encroachments upon union control over the production process that prefabricated housing techniques represent.

III Strategies for Change

The primary aim of those who seek to reduce union power in the construction industry is to make the price and supply of labor subject to market pressures. A number of strategies might be employed.

One might attempt to enforce limits on wage increases, by simply prohibiting wage increases above certain fixed percentage levels. This the Federal Government has attempted to do with the Construction Industry Stabilization Committee, established in April 1971, and continued under Phase III. One risk inherent in this approach is that wage controls may lead to non-cash payments (e.g., guarantees of employment) from employer to worker. If this results, controls aimed at wages alone will not decrease the growing net wealth transfers made to craft labor, but will affect only the form of those transfer payments. Nevertheless, to the extent that wage controls prevent unions from reaping monopoly wages, their incentive and ability to restrict the labor supply is diminished.

Applying wage controls to construction workers raises some nettlesome administrative problems particularly in fixing the sizes of acceptable wage increases. First, it is hard to measure productivity in the construction industry...
because of the nonstandardization of the product. Second, any wage determination must take account of some unique characteristics of the quality of work in the industry. Employment in the industry is highly seasonal, and unemployment extremely high. In addition, construction workers have a very high injury frequency rate. Thus any wage determination must take into account the insecurity and danger of employment in construction.

Another way to reduce the price of labor is to repeal the Davis-Bacon Act and its counterparts in the several states. A Senate bill, S. 3654, introduced into the 92nd Congress by Senator John Tower of Texas, would abrogate Davis-Bacon provisions in the National Housing Act of 1934 (the basis of Federal support of privately-built low- and moderate-income housing) and the United States Housing Act of 1937 (the basis of Federally-subsidized low-income public housing). Such legislation would put some pressure on unions to hold wage demands down to a more competitive level.

An indirect way to reduce costs is to ban "work preservation" or "will-not-handle" agreements between contractors and unions and to eliminate housing code provisions which permit such anti-prefabrication arrangements. Senator William Brock of Tennessee introduced such a bill in the Senate last year, which would permit persons "aggrieved" by such contract or code provisions to sue in a U.S. District Court for injunctive relief, and in some cases damages. Though this law would apply to only HUD-assisted housing, its impact could be quite substantial, especially in light of the rapid spread of non-union private construction. Removal of these restrictive contract clauses and housing code provisions would force unions to recalculate the costs they impose by prohibiting labor-displacing techniques which could be substituted at lower cost.

A final strategy may lie behind the actions of the present Administration. In ending housing subsidies, President Nixon may have undercut the ability of unions to obtain high wages by removing the artificially high demand for housing that such subsidies created. By reducing mortgage interest rates to as low as one percent for owners of low- and moderate-income multifamily rental or cooperative units (under the "236" program) or owner-occupied single-family units (under the "235" program); by subsidizing property insurance in high-risk areas (under HUD's "FAIR" (Fair-Access-to-Insurance) program); by reducing down payments on housing to as low as $200 (again, the "235" program); and by giving rent supplements to poor families in order to rent new or rehabilitated FHA-assisted housing, the government artificially stimulated demand. A shift upward in the demand for housing, given a fixed labor supply, could account for the increase of over 76% in hourly wages of contract employees between 1969 and December, 1972. Faced with rising housing demand, the potential resistance to such wage demands was absent or buried beneath the Federal push for a decent home for everyone. By cutting back on demand, the President may have stiffened resistance to wage increases.

There are a number of serious problems with implementing any of the strategies discussed. The first involves the impact on the size of the labor pool. Although suspending the Davis-Bacon Act, prohibiting restrictive work practices, or eliminating subsidies would reduce the wealth of those within the union labor pool, the ultimate effect might be to make the unions even more exclusionary in their admissions or selection process. Individuals likely to be excluded are those in the lower wage categories, the younger members and nonwhites. One way to deal with this contraction of the work force is to eliminate the power of the trades unions to control the supply of labor. This would mean more active Government scrutiny of union racial discrimination, entry fees, and the hiring hall. The Federal Government could also assume the costs of training people for the various crafts. Presently, that cost is borne by the contractors (who are usually committed by contract to hiring so many apprentices per journeymen on construction jobs), or by the prospective employees themselves. The present system thus ensures a relatively small supply of labor. Lloyd Ulman presents one justification for shifting the costs of training to the government:

... to the extent that individuals must incur the costs of their own training - especially when the skills to be acquired would make them more valuable to other employers as well as their own - there is a case for subsidizing the training of poorer individuals and particularly of those who are likely targets of discrimination. Such individuals, as Lester Thurow has pointed out, are likely to have exceptionally high rates of time preference precisely because they are poor - so that the marginal utility to them of a dollar in wages foregone during the training period is exceptionally high - and because their opportunities are limited - so that the private return on a training investment is likely to be exceptionally low. Moreover, there can be little doubt that any would-be borrower for whom discrimination has made the labor market imperfect would find himself regarded as an exceptionally poor risk by any potential lender in the capital market. Subsidies, even if provided on a scale sufficient to eliminate or overcompensate for the direct and indirect costs of training, cannot by themselves overcome the obstacles to career development thrown up by poverty and discrimination, but they would in principle play a useful role in helping to neutralize those disadvantages.

By increasing the supply of qualified craftsmen, and requiring that unions accept as members everyone certified through a Government-training program, union control over the supply of labor would be curtailed.
Another difficulty with these strategies lies in the narrowly economic perspective from which they approach the problem. For example, shifting more to industrialized housing would make the work of present craftsmen more like that of the assembly-line worker. The result would be to make the work of present construction industry employees more tedious, more specialized, and more insignificant in relation to the entire production process even as it becomes less seasonal, less dangerous, and more productive. The sacrifice of the individual's sense of pride and control over his work is a social cost which must be taken into account in any comprehensive analysis.

The foregoing discussion has greatest relevance for proposals to eliminate work rules that promote inefficiency and curtail labor supply. Even if restrictive work practices do prevent efficiencies in building construction, they may also assert the feeling of employees that the integrity of the work they perform is jeopardized by prefabricated materials or by assembly-line techniques.

Work rules may embody the individual's sense of his own rights and liberties. Nevertheless, restrictive work rules do impose costs on the potential consumers of housing. There must therefore be some supervision over industry work rules to insure a minimum of maladjustment among the conflicting interests. Such supervision does not exist, but would if Congress delegated to a control agency like the National Labor Relations Board the power to designate some work rules as illegal or non-bargainable.

No discussion of the problem posed by the construction trades unions could conclude without some mention of the present and substantial political power of these unions. It is not likely that this Administration will lightly undertake action that would diffuse the economic power of its allies. Those in Congress and in the state legislatures may also be unwilling to take on this problem - conservatives because of the attraction which labor support now has, liberals because of a need to assuage the anger of allies straying from the fold. Because of their high visibility and tight discipline, the construction unions are presently in a powerful position and those who would seek to make those unions more susceptible to market forces may find the political barriers high.

Despite these obstacles, the goal of providing a decent home within the reach of every American household stands. Indeed, behind this analysis lies the belief that the country is slipping further from this goal, and that a crisis exists in the area of low- and moderate-income housing. As a consequence, it remains our obligation to think about solutions to the crisis that the present economic tyranny of the craft unions helped to create.

1 Low- and moderate-income housing is generally that occupied by households earning less than $10,000 per year. I have selected this figure somewhat arbitrarily, but it does describe the economic circumstances of families occupying "236" housing. infra note 6. See 1970 HUD Statistical Yearbook. Table 134, "Characteristics of Households Certified for Subsidy in Section 236 Housing Through December 31, 1970." (1970).
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This paper has largely neglected the other aspects of housing costs – viz., materials, financing and land – which tend to inhibit initial purchases of housing. Indeed some have argued that the emphasis upon wage rates as the cause of rising housing costs exaggerates the true impact of
wage rates. Consider, for instance, the following account of Congressional testimony of Frank Bonaddio, President, Building and Construction Trades Department, AFL-CIO:

"... [T]he... assumption that soaring labor costs... are the main reason for high and ever rising housing costs... is false. He preferred statistics that the cost of onsite labor as a percentage of the total cost of housing has actually gone down from 33% in 1949 to 18% in 1969. Land, on the other hand, has risen from 11% to 21% and financing has risen from 5% to 10% in that same period. He says: 'Even... a decrease in labor costs would not significantly lower the cost of housing. For forty percent decrease in labor costs would only have a corresponding four percent decrease in the monthly occupancy cost of the house. Conversely, a twenty percent increase in labor costs would only increase the monthly occupancy cost of the house by four percent. In contrast, an increase in finance charges can have a significant impact on the cost of housing. A one percent increase in the mortgage rate on a $20,000 20 year FHA mortgage will increase the average monthly payment of principal and interest by about ten percent over the life of the mortgage.'

Hearings on Improved Technology and Removal of Prevailing Wage Requirements, supra n. 36 at 216-217. Settlement costs can add an average 5.24 to 15.85% to the selling price of a single-family residence. Between 1950 and 1967, "[t]he price of building sites for one-family homes... rose 600 per cent faster than the price of all consumer items." Materials costs, particularly lumber, have also registered sharp price increases since 1967.

But for low- and moderate-income families, most of the barriers posed by high financing and land costs could be significantly mitigated. Land acquisition and development costs could be reduced from an average 31% of shelter costs in the case of low-rise, one-family homes, to an average 25% in the case of multifamily, low-rise housing. As for mortgage costs, we have already discussed the impact of the "235" and "236" interest-subsidy and mortgage-insurance programs in terms of their removing financing costs as significant barriers to home ownership among moderate-income households. Thus, it is only in the area of construction costs (materials and labor) that controls need to be imposed or resource allocation made more efficient. It seems clear that control over labor costs is justified. The classic demand/supply model has been subverted by monopoly behavior by the building trades unions. It appears more likely that the dramatic increases in materials prices reflect classic demand-pull inflation pressures rather than artificial or voluntary restraints on supplies.
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"...[T]he increase in labor costs would only have a corresponding four percent decrease in the monthly occupancy cost of the house. Conversely, a twenty percent increase in labor costs would only increase the monthly occupancy cost of the house by four percent. In contrast, an increase in finance charges can have a significant impact on the cost of housing. A one percent increase in the mortgage rate on a $20,000 20 year FHA mortgage will increase the average monthly payment of principal and interest by about ten percent over the life of the mortgage."